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Abstract
Detailed, coincident measurements of several plasma edge parameters on COMPASS-D tokamak

have been made using a novel combined spectroscopic diagnostic comprising a thermal helium beam and

Doppler spectrometer. These measurements have enabled progress to be made both in assessing theories

of the L/H-transition and ETB stability and in investigating the evolution of the radial electric field and

the local neutral density in the region ofthe ETB. This has enabled controversial issues such as the role

of neutral particles and the causality of events to be addressed.
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1. lntroduction
There are many theories for the L- to H-mode tran-

sition [] but none is universal. Experimental tests of
such theories require detailed measurements able to

follow the rapid (S ms) changes in edge parameters

which occur at L- to H-transitions over the small spatial

scale (< cm) of the ETB. On COMPASS-D tokamak a

novel combination of spectroscopic diagnostics [2] is
able to provide coincident measurements of several edge

parameters. Such measurements are used to assess

theories of ETB formation [2] by evaluating specific

normalised parameters, which define the stability regime

of a particular instability, turbulence mechanism or other

H-mode trigger, and comparing observed thresholds

with predicted transition criteria. The combined spectro-

scopic data are also sufficient to determine the evolution

of the radial electric field and the neutral density.
Thereby, controversial issues such as the role of neutral
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particles and the causality of events are investigated by

studying controlled L/H- and H/L-transitions in dis-

charges exhibiting a sequence of such transitions.

2. Experimental
A combination [3] of a thermal helium beam diag-

nostic (HELIOS) t4l and a Doppler spectrometer
(CELESTE) [5] views the plasma boundary at the

outboard mid-plane through common collection optics.

T"and n. profiles are obtained from He I line intensity

ratios measured by the HELIOS spectrometer at 10

radial locations (/R = 5mm) using atomic data from

ADAS t6l. Profiles of Da intensity are also measured

using the same spectrometer. The time resolution is

typically 5ms (> 2ms). The high-resolution CELESTE
spectrometer measures profiles of impurity line emission

on 19 lines of sight (2mm < /R ( 5mm) with a temporal
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resolution At of 2.5ms. The amplitude, width and

wavelength shift of the line give the relative intensity 1z

and impurity temperature T, and poloidal velocity u6.

respectively. The He II (468.6nm) resonance line is used

here as the emission is essentially localised to the

helium beam, the ionisation length for these ions (,lron =
3m) being shorter than the toriodal circumference of
COMPASS-D (4.6m).

3. ETB Stability
In order to investigate the stability of the ETB

specific normalised parameters required for comparison

with theory are evaluated from the edge measurements.

For example, as shown in Fig. I (a), plots of normalised

edge electron pressure gradient ur.= -Rq2F'against edge

collisionality v"* = 8. 36x I O-slnhRqn"(l0te m-3) / E3t2 T e2

(kev) show that H-mode is confined to a region where

both d" and v"* exceed critical values. L-H transition
points lie on or close to the boundaries (significantly, as

do those points which encompass ELMs during the

measurement interval), consistent with stabilisation of
the peeling mode as a necess,uy condition for H-mode.

The peeling mode is driven by edge current and sta-

bilised by edge pressure gradient [7], and at sufficiently
low density, and correspondingly low collisionality, the

bootstrap current drive always exceeds the stabilising
effect of the pressure gradient. Above a certain colli-
sionality v"* ) 1 which sets the low density limit to the

H-mode, the bootstrap current is reduced and the peeling

mode can be stabilised provided the edge pressure

gradient is sufficiently high.

Limiting boundaries at the L-H transition also

appear in edge parameter plots characterising theoretical

models of turbulence suppression mechanisms. Three-

dimensional, non-linear simulations of drift-ballooning
modes in a torus [8] indicate that the effect of electro-

magnetic fluctuations is to significantly enhance

transport when a" exceeds a critical value well below
the ballooning limit, unless diamagnetic effects are

strong. Diamagnetic effects are characterised by the

parameter aa6 = \2rq)'t (mrlLm")t t4 (v,n../( v., {Rl- ) ) 
r/2

where v6,," is the electron thermal velocity and v",1 the

electron-ion collision frequency. For sufficiently high q"

> 0.5 strong sheared poloidal flow develops when d6iu >

0.75 which suppresses turbulent transport. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), there is a critical oq" for the occurrence of H-
mode but there is no evidence for a correlation with a6iu,

which exceeds 0.75 under all conditions indicating that

this mechanism is not controlling the L-H transition.

Recent theoretical studies of Alfv6n-drift wave

turbulence suppression [9] indicate that as the edge

electron diamagnetic-drift velocity increases, interaction

between electron drift waves and Alfv6n waves can

suppress the long wavelength drift-waves thought to be

responsible for edge transport. The criterion for tur-
bulence suppression is Bn > l+vn2l3, where and Bnn g"1

rq' and vn is the normalised electron collision fre-
quency. A plot of B,/( l+vn2t3) against v" for COMPASS-

D data in Fig. I (d) indeed shows that there is a critical
value of this parameter of = 2, at the L-H transition.
Furthermore, this plot exhibits one significant difference

from the three others, in that data from dithering
sections ofthe L-H transition are clearly separated from
L-mode data. As soon as 'dithers' are observed in the

De signal, evidence of a sporadic improvement in
particle transport prior to formation of the stable

transport barrier, Bn is seen to increase. This 'precursor'
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Stability plot for various theories of edge
instabilities and transport: (a) 'peeling' mode; (b)

drift-ballooning turbulence; (c) drift-Alfv6n'
turbulence suppression; (d) neo-classical transport
in impure plasma. Data points are during L- (!),
H-(A), ELMy- (O) or dithering (+) H-mode and are
evaluated at the 90% flux surface.
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behaviour indicates that suppression of this turbulence
occurs particularly early in the transition evolution and

may act as a controlling trigger. This mechanism is an

attractive candidate since it is also consistent with data

from a wide range of tokamaks and can be formulated

[10] to predict the difference in density and magnetic
field scalings for the L-H power threshold which are

observed between COMPASS-D and other devices. This
results from different scalings of 711 which occur in
different collisionality regimes at the plasma edge [ 1].

In particular, the predicted scaling in COMPASS-D P6
6 B3lnts agrees closely with that observed Prr, n B3slnt s

12).

Another possible effect giving rise to a confinement
transition is a bifurcation in the underlying neo-classical

transport, with a reduction in radial particle transport
occurring with sufficiently steep edge gradients. An
extension of the neo-classical theory of an impure
plasma [12] into such regimes predicts that as d (= piel
11, where l,1 is a radial scale length,) increases a

poloidal asymmetry should develop in the impurity
density which will in turn reduce the parallel impurity-
ion friction and thus reduce the radial particle flux.
Characterising the gradients by the parameter: gneo =
Ziltpsr(UL,t-ll2l4), where Z is the dominant impurity
charge, it can be shown that a reduction in the radial
particle flux should occur with increasing gradients
provided gn"o exceeds a critical value = 2. As shown in
Fig. I (c), which plots gtr@ against v"* from COMPASS-
D discharges, assuming equal ion and electron
temperatures and Z = 5 (representative low Z impurity),
there is a critical go"o for formation of the H-mode =
2-5.

4. ETB Evolution
In order to study the formation, evolution and

decay of the ETB in detail discharges are set up where
I-IH- and FVl-transitions are triggered by controlling the

gas fuelling. Fig. 2 shows time traces for shot #28448 of
the poloidal He* drift velocity on surfaces of constant
poloidal flux, the Da intensity and the gas puff
reference voltage. Prior to the L/H-transition the plasma

is in L-mode close to the transition threshold.
Termination of the gas fuelling at 155ms causes a

transition to the ELM-free H-mode indicated by a

sudden drop in the Da intensity. A stepped gas puff is
applied at 170ms the initial phase triggering an H/L-
transition which is sustained by the smaller latter phase.

Once the gas puff is terminated the plasma again enters

ELM-free H-mode.
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Fig. 2 The time evolution of the poloidal velocity of the
He. ions along surfaces of constant poloidal flux
for shot #2844E. The Da intensity and the gas puff
drive are also shown.

In the initial L-mode phase there is little velocity
shear evident, the strong shear evolving only after theL-
H transition and the velocity showing a maximum in H-
mode around the 93Vo flux surface. Following the gas

puff at 170ms the shear is reduced, leading to an H-L
transition when the shear within the ETB is virtually
removed. In the subsequent L-mode phase the rotation is

rapidly suppressed. When the gas puff is again turned
off the second L-H transition is initiated and the
poloidal velocity and its shear increase as before.

As the He* impurity ion velocity can differ
substantially from that of the main ions it is useful to
determine the radial electric field which all ion species

experience. (Quantities are represented in terms of the

flux coordinates (ty, 0, @) where yis the poloidal flux, 0
the poloidal angle and p the toroidal angle.) The radial

electric field E, is computed from the approximate
radial momentum balance of the impurity species:

u'=rfffi-vzeBp Q)

The first term on the right hand side is the diamagnetic
contribution, depending on the impurity temperature and

the gradient scale lengths of T2 and n2. The latter has to

be derived from the measured intensity by using ADAS
data [6] as well as Z" and n". Additional terms due to
toroidal rotation, inertia, perpendicular viscocity, neutral
friction and coulomb friction are neglected as these are

small (< lOVa) compared with the diamagnetic term.
Inside the last closed flux surface E, is negative

with higher values in H-mode compared to L-mode and

a maximum change of AE, of -l2kVlm. As shown in
Fig. 3 the region of maximum shear )Eollr = 2xl}3kVl
m2 is located close to the 967o flux surface. In the L-
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Fig. 3 The evolution of the profile of the shear in E,
relative to the average shear over the L-mode
phase (140-155ms) for shot #28u148 with ry* - rla
as abscissa. The locations of the 90, 95 and 100%

flux surfaces are marked as well as the transition
times. The Da intensity and the gas puff
waveforms are also shown.
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Fig. 4 A similar plot to Fig. 3 of the electron pressure
gradient dp"l}ty* for shot #28M8.

mode phase Eralready exhibits shear although shear in

v.e is negligible. After the L/ll-transition the shear in Et
increases. After the onset of the gas puff the shear starts

to decrease before the H/L-transition which occurs when

the shear is almost removed. The electron pressure

gradient shown in Fig. 4 steepens after the L/H-
transition and exhibits a maximum, corresponding to the

location of the ETB, which is coincident with the

maximum gradient of Er. As shown in Fig 5, during the

H-mode phases, changes in (dErldtyll)*u^ relative to L-
mode increase with ldp.l0ry11l^ ^ indicating that

increased shear of E, is associated with a reduction of

3.5 a.0 4.5 5.0 5.5

m.x. lv!,il Pel lkPal

Fig. 5 Dependence of the change in the maximum 0E l
dryp relative to L-mode phase on the maximum of
0pJ0V" for the two H- and L-phases of shot
#28448.

electron transport within the ETB. Measurements of the

background-ion pressure gradient are not available.

The electron density inside the separatrix is higher

in the H-mode than in the L-mode but reduced outside

in the SOL. The converse is true for the neutral density,

which is determined from a spatial inversion of the

absolute Da intensity profile [13] using the collisional

radiative model of Fujimoto et al. [14]. During the L-

mode the neutrals extend further into the plasma than in

the H-mode. Changes in np follow the transitions

whereas changes in n" correlate with those of E .

5. Gonclusions
High resolution edge measurements in the region of

the ETB on COMPASS-D enable the behaviour of
derived normalised parameters to be compared with a

variety of transition theories/models. Four of these are

shown to have stability regimes whose limiting bound-

aries are not inconsistent with the L/H-transition bound-

aries. This suggests that all these turbulence mechanisms

may have to be stabilised for ETB formation but does

not identify the controlling mechanism. A theory based

upon Alfv6n-drift-wave turbulence suppression is

attractive because the data exhibit precursor behaviour

in its stability regime and it can be formulated to give

density and magnetic field dependencies in agreement

with the very different global power scalings observed
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on COMPASS-D and with the ITER scalings.

Detailed measurements of the evolution of the
poloidal velocity and associated radial electric field
throughout periods of L- and H-mode have shown that
significant shear develops in these quantities only after
the L/ll-transition. This is in contrast to observations on

other machines [5] and may be linked to the dif-ferent
trigger mechanisms which control the transition in
different regimes. When gas puffing is used to trigger a
reversed H/L-transition, reduction in shear occurs before

the transition, which takes place when the shear is
reduced to its L-mode value. The region of maximum
shear correlates with the maximum electron pressure

gradient. The observation that changes in the local
neutral density occur only after the H/L- and LIH-
transitions does not support a local influence of np on
shear.
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